
A large group of students and young profes-
sionals visited the European Spaceport in
Kourou, French Guiana, this year – some of
them even watched a real rocket launch! Two
groups took the trip to South America: one at

the end of February and one in
mid-March 2004.

The participants were either
winners of the 1st Aurora Student
Design Contest or selected stu-
dents from partner organisations
such as International Space
University. Sponsored by ESA’s
Education Office and the Aurora

Programme, the visits were co-sponsored by
the ESA’s Directorate of Launchers, CNES
and Arianespace. A small group of young pro-
fessionals who joined the groups were
financed by their own organisations.

They were all taken on a tour of the Ariane
launching and propulsion facilities and met
managers who answered all their questions.
The trip included a visit to interesting local
and natural sights. For the first group, cer-
tainly the most exciting part of the trip was
the unexpected possibility to see a launch!
The lift-off of the Ariane carrying the Rosetta
probe is something they will never forget.
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Students win trip to Kourou

Micaela Bracciaferri

ESA Education
Department

For more information:
http://www.esa.int/aurora
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First Danish student space workshop a success
More than 50 students of nine different
nationalities met in Copenhagen on the last
weekend of March 2004 to share ideas and
knowledge about space education and space

activities in general.
Organised by the
Danish Astronautical
Society, the workshop
saw the contribution
of experts from 
the European Space
Agency, NASA, the
Danish and European
space industries and
research institutions.

The theme of the workshop was “Going to
Mars”. Students participated actively in the
workshop sessions and panel discussions. The
different working groups focused on space
medicine, planetary exploration and small
satellite technologies respectively. They also
worked at an interdisciplinary level.

The workshop had the dual- positive effect of
bringing together students with experts and
students with each other. All participants will
benefit from the new network by exchanging
ideas and projects. The second Danish
Student Space Workshop is planned to take
place at the end of 2005.

For more information:
http://www.rumfart.dk/workshop

ws04@rumfart.dk

Lars Alminde

Danish Astronautical
Society

SMART-1 project scientist Bernard Foing (left) and
the attitude control and determination group of the
next Danish student satellite: AAUSAT-II
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